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Options limited for Hawks if Johnson leaves

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

5:43 p.m. Saturday, May 22, 2010 

No one knows what Hawks guard Joe Johnson will get on the free-agent market this summer and at what 

point the bidding will become too rich for the Atlanta Spirit ownership group.

What's certain is if Johnson leaves, NBA salary-cap rules would prevent the Hawks from signing a 

comparable free agent.

If Johnson signs elsewhere as a free agent, the Hawks could clear no more than about $8.1 million in 

salary-cap space. Johnson made nearly $15 million in 2009-10 and stands to get a small raise if his next 

contract is for the maximum salary.

It's doubtful the Hawks could find a player as effective as Johnson for about half his salary. This 

essentially increases his value to the Hawks if they hope to build on two consecutive trips to the Eastern 

Conference semifinals.

Several teams have cleared salary room in anticipation of a strong class of free agents. About seven 

teams could sign Johnson to a maximum contract: the Heat, Knicks, Nets, Wizards, Bulls, Kings and 

Clippers.

Because the group of top-tier players is small -- LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh -- 

Johnson could be in demand. He's a four-time All-Star who was voted to the All-NBA team for the first 

time this season.

At the conclusion of the season, Johnson said he hasn't ruled out a return to the Hawks. That's despite a 

sour ending that included fans booing him for a poor performance in the playoffs and Johnson's flip 

remarks to media about not caring if fans attend games.

Hawks general manager Rick Sund said the team will do everything it can to re-sign Johnson, but he 

doesn't sign the checks. One person who does, co-owner Michael Gearon Jr., said the Hawks would 

“react” when Johnson hits the market.

Under salary-cap rules, the Hawks can offer Johnson the most money and the longest deal (six years 

instead of five). The maximum amount hasn't been set by the league, but for nine-year players such as 

Johnson, it is expected to be about $120 million for the six years.

The Hawks have to balance Johnson's value and the difficulty they would have replacing him considering 

the ownership group's aversion to rich, long-term contracts.
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“The biggest problem most teams make is they sign a contract and it ends up being a bad contract,” 

Gearon said. “You look at the Miami Heat. Jermaine O’Neal makes $23 million a year. Is he a player that 

is worth $23 million a year? I would say probably not.

“If you look at our team, we’ve assembled a team where we try to stay away from bad contracts. That 

said, there isn’t a move we haven’t made. We thought it made sense to get Jamal Crawford here and 

increase the payroll, so we did that. ... Since we bought the team, the payroll has increased [by] $24 

million.”

Because of the NBA's salary structure, teams often must take on contracts with risk on the back end in 

order to sign star players. Players who might have been worth large salaries at the beginning and middle 

of the deal can become under-performing, overpriced players near the end.

In those situations, the options for teams who want to continue to improve include making additional 

moves that add to future payroll. Such a strategy can be especially costly if teams must pay the dollar-for

-dollar luxury tax on high payrolls.

Gearon said some players are worth such a strategy.

“If somebody came to us tomorrow and said you can have LeBron for max money and it puts you in the 

luxury tax, I’d do it in a heartbeat,” he said.

James is among maybe two or three players in the league who could energize the Hawks' fan base to the 

point that the team's revenues would increase dramatically. Despite the Hawks' recent success, 

attendance at Philips Arena dipped this season, and the team had to sell playoffs tickets at deep 

discounts.

“We have piled tens of millions of dollars into this product to make it good,” Gearon said. “But it’s also up 

to fans to show up and see your team and support your team. I think we’ve given them a product as 

exciting as any in the league.”

Chances are the product wouldn't be as good if Johnson departs. The Hawks have built their team 

around Johnson since acquiring him in a trade with Phoenix in 2005. Losing him would mean using 

another blueprint.

Johnson is considered one of the top shooting guards in the league, but there are risks to giving him an 

expensive, long-term contract. Foremost among them is his age: He will be 29 this summer and players 

at his position tend to start declining in production at that age.

Also, Johnson's deliberate, one-on-one style was effective when he made shots but tended to damage 

team dynamics at times. The Hawks hope coach Mike Woodson's successor would be able to break 

Johnson from that habit.

The potential blow to the Hawks from losing Johnson could be mitigated if they can include him in a 

trade.
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The most direct way to do so is a sign-and-trade transaction with a team over the salary cap. Johnson, 

who would have to agree to such a deal, could then get a six-year deal at the maximum with his new 

team while the Hawks would receive a player or players in return.

The Hawks also could execute a sign-and-trade with a team below the salary cap. In that case, they 

could receive a trade exception, a mechanism that would allow them to make a future trade without the 

usual salary-matching requirement for teams over the salary cap.
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